TOUR DATES 2017
02/02
Viper Room@Vienna
(AUT)
03/02
Kapu@Linz
(AUT)
04/02
Zone 11@Hallein
(AUT)

COJONES
The name says it all. These foursome from Zagreb will
crush you with their massive energetic pumped up desire
to rage on stage and play louder. They mix driven heavy
stoner sound into a lethal rock and roll explosion.
Screamer Magazine

They are authentic. They
are not trying to be anyone
else. They are who they are.
And their ability to create
something different is a
compelling enough reason on
its own to like them
AllWhatsRock
Cojones are mix of the Swedish
berries of Witchcraft, the devils
balls of Sabbath, and the nasty
low-end chunk of Kyuss and
Melvins
Merchants of Air

Vibrating, unique, sensible and
heavy, positively inserted into a
frame of indisputable musical
highness, this is a record that
deserves to make history!

Things got started back in 2006. when
four guys from Zagreb went to a rehearsal
place to play stoner rock, downtuning
their guitars and rocking away. By the end
of 2007. Sonic Doom Records made its
first release, a split album titled Cojones
& Umor split LP, featuring three songs
from Cojones. In march 2008. Cojones
& Umor set sail for their first European
tour promoting their split album. In 2009.
Cojones recorded first full length album
titled Sunrise and went promoting it on
second euro tour again with Umor. In years
to come Cojones played across Europe
what culminated in 2012. with second
album named Bend To Transcend, which
got well accepted by critics and media. In
2013. Cojones recorded live album Black
night played 25. March in Jena, Germany.
In preparation of new album called
Resonate, Cojones realesed single Rocker
in october 2013. Resonate was recorded in
Pleasantville Studio by Pavle Miholjević &
Jura Ferina and it was released in Decmber
2016 on Croatian label called PDV together
with Austrian label Panta R&E.

DISCOGRAPHY
2008

Cojones&Umor Split CD
(Sonic Doom Records)

2009

Sunrise
(Sonic Doom Records)

2012

Bend To Ttranscend
(Sonic Doom Records)

2013

Black Night – Live in Jena

2016

Resonate
(PDV records)

CONTACT
cojonesband@gmail.com

